TABLE ACCESSORIES
A COMPLETE SELECTION FOR EVERY CLINICAL NEED
From armboards to restraint straps, Skytron offers a full menu of accessories to outfit your Skytron surgical table. Each accessory offers full replacement part support and reliable performance that you can always count on. Our accessories are designed to safely integrate with your Skytron table and provide reduced set up times. You can trust that the Skytron accessory you are using has been designed and tested to offer patient safety and table compatibility. Browse our full Table Accessory Guide to view our extensive selection of support, general and table control accessories.
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Arm Support
Skytron offers a wide variety of arm support accessories including three unique standard options. Our best selling arm support, the Premium Armboard, features a cast aluminum and steel construction that will outlast any competitive support. Nurses love our easy to use oversized release handle, making it easier than ever to attach or remove. We also offer complete parts support in the unlikely event you’ll need a repair.

PREMIUM ARMBOARD
P/N 2-010-08

STANDARD ARMBOARD
P/N 2-010-07

RADIOLUCENT ARMBOARD
P/N 2-010-04
Arm Support - Armboards

Consider using the 6-010-58 Softee Strap with any of your armboards. Pads for Skytron armboards are available in 2 through 5 inch sizes.

SKYTRON X-WIDE ARMBOARD
P/N 2-060-06

MULTI-TASK ARMBOARD
P/N 2-020-02

RAISED ARMBOARD
P/N 2-020-01-1

GREAT WITH SKYTRON BEACH CHAIR
Arm Support - Armboards
Skytron imaging table tops and carbon fiber extensions have a unique mounting surface. These armboards are designed to be compatible with the 40” carbon fiber extension or Skytron’s 3000 series of tables and offer fingertip to fingertip imaging.

PIVOTING CARBON FIBER ARMBOARD
P/N 2-060-04

CARBON FIBER ARMBOARD
P/N 2-060-05
Arm Support - Arm and Hand Surgery Boards

Skytron offers two great options for arm and hand surgery. The Carbon Fiber Hand Surgery Board attaches directly to a 40” carbon fiber extension or a 3000 series table top to provide uninterrupted imaging. The Carter Arm Surgery Board offers more set up options than any other on the market with its adjustable length and angle settings. Other compatible pieces include a support rod and traction arm.

CARBON FIBER ARM SURGERY BOARD
P/N 2-010-06

CARTER ARM SURGERY BOARD
P/N 2-030-09

INCLUDES:
Case
Extension
Traction Bar
Finger Traps
Support Rod
Adjustment Tool
Body Support

Compliment your Skytron surgical table with only the best accessories, thereby bringing greater positioning and functionality into your OR. Our vast selection of accessories and positioning devices address a broad spectrum of clinical needs. When the right accessories are combined with your surgical table, your OR will be equipped to handle nearly any procedure.

**BEACH CHAIR SIMPLIFIED SHOULDER SURGERY POSITIONING**

With our Lift Assist and Double Ball Joint Beach Chair, Skytron offers two simple and efficient set-ups for shoulder surgeries. Both chairs quickly attach to the table side rails and offer comfortable support of the patient’s head and back during shoulder manipulations. When used with a top rotation surgical table, the chair can be positioned over the narrowest section of the base, thereby providing the surgical team plenty of foot room during shoulder procedures.

**SKYTRON BEACH CHAIR**
P/N 3-040-32

**EZ-LIFT ASSIST BEACH CHAIR**
P/N 3-040-30

**RAISED ARMBOARD**
P/N 2-020-01-1

**10° FOOT EXTENSION**
P/N 4-030-13

**LATERAL BRACE FOR SHOULDER POSITIONER**
P/N 3-010-04

The Double Ball Joint allows for extreme range of motion.
Body Support - Foam Positioners

Using Skytron foam positioners will save you plenty of set up time, allow for easier patient repositioning and add safety to your OR.

SINGER STARR STACKER LATERAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
The Singer Starr Stacker is the most innovative, cost-effective and safe solution available for lateral patient positioning. Comprised of stackable arm and leg contoured cushions with a special armboard, the system independently supports upper and lower extremities. The Stacker system is specifically designed to reduce pressure sores, minimize patient positioning time and provide continuous access to vascular lines and monitoring devices. The Singer Starr Stacker Lateral Support System is ideal for open, minimally invasive and robotic lateral procedures.

Singer Starr Stacker

X-WIDE ARMBOARD
P/N 2-060-06

UNIVERSAL LEG PAD SET
P/N 4-030-66

STANDARD ARMBOARD PAD SET
P/N 2-060-06-PM

BARIATRIC ARMBOARD PAD SET
P/N 2-060-06-P

PRONE POSITIONING FRAME (CLOWARD SADDLE)

PRONE POSITIONING FRAME
P/N 3-070-01

18” KNEE REST
P/N 4-030-10-B

18” KNEE REST
Body Support - Side Extensions

Skytron doesn’t make just another side extension. The Skytron 5” Table Side Extension is unique in its safety features. For example, this side extension locks into place using a spring loaded clamp that makes installation easy. Also for additional security, the Skytron 5” Table Side Extension has specific cutouts in its frame to sit over the table side rail standoffs, making any movement of the extension impossible. Feel free to add armboards or levitator stirrups - these extensions will stay put.

SIDE EXTENSIONS

As a market leader in surgical table weight capacity, Skytron also offers side extensions that widen the surface for bariatric cases. These extensions can be easily attached and offer sturdy support. Unlike any other side extension, the Skytron 5” extension will remain locked and secure even with the attachment of leg support accessories.

5” SIDE EXTENSION WITH RELEASE LEVER
P/N 3-060-08

3.5” SIDE EXTENSION WITH RELEASE LEVER
P/N 3-060-04
Body Support

As an anesthesiologist, does it ever feel like the patient is getting farther and farther away as extensions or attachments are added to the leg end of the table? The Skytron Lower Back Section can replace the head and back section of many Skytron tables, removing up to 21” of obstruction between you and your patient.

LOWER BACK SECTION
P/N 3-040-24

SHOULDER SUPPORT
P/N 3-040-01

CHEST AND WAIST SUPPORT
P/N 3-010-01
Leg Support

Skytron gives you multiple Stirrup options and unmatched positioning with our Heavy Duty Split Leg. Tired of removing and attaching leg sections? Long and light, transfer boards are designed for easy transfer and to limit patient repositioning.

The 5 Piece Heavy Duty Split Leg is designed for bariatrics, and as you can see from the photos, you can very literally put the patient on the floor, providing proper access for the surgeon. This system can support up to a 600 lb. patient on the 3600 series table and offers the integrated pelvic tilt seat to help keep the patient in place without relying entirely on nerve damaging straps.
Skytron brings flexible positioning and imaging accessibility to orthopedic surgery. Our systems are uniquely designed for lower extremity and hip procedures and can be attached to any Skytron general purpose top slide surgical table. Constructed with carbon fiber leg spars, this system is ideal for use with imaging equipment and can easily be adjusted according to patient size and positioning requirements.
Leg Support - Leg Positioners
Skytron’s FlexFin 600 stirrups set a new standard for patient positioning in your operating room. Built to handle a higher weight capacity while allowing simple leg repositioning, these stirrups are designed with both the patient and the surgical team in mind.

NEW PRODUCT

FLEX FIN 600
P/N 4-090-04

ANKL-LOCK LITHOTOMY STIRRUPS
P/N 4-080-01-1

NEW PRODUCT

LEVITATOR STIRRUPS
P/N 4-090-03-1
HEAVY DUTY LEVITATOR STIRRUPS
P/N 4-090-03-1HD

NEW PRODUCT

LITHOTOMY STIRRUPS
P/N 4-020-02-4
Leg Support - Transfer Boards

Skytron offers various lightweight solutions like the transfer board. It’s not just a lighter leg section; it’s a purpose-built accessory designed to work with other Skytron accessories. No more adding head sections to the end of leg sections for added length or sliding patients on the table. The Skytron transfer board is designed with extra length to be attached and detached without interfering with other accessories.
When you combine Skytron’s class leading table top slide or the market’s only 210° table top rotation with high quality Skytron accessories, you get great imaging windows, high weight capacities and durability. Skytron tables and accessories give you great urology options regardless of which Skytron table you are using.

**UROLOGY BRACKET SET**
P/N 4-040-16
P/N 4-040-14-1 Sterile Pouch (each)
P/N 4-040-14-10 (Pkg. of 10)

**HEAD END URO TRAY BRACKETS**
P/N 4-040-06-1 For Type “A” Uro Tray
P/N 4-040-06-3 For Type “B” Uro Tray

**URO DRAIN TRAY**
P/N 4-040-03 Type “A”
P/N 4-040-05 Type “B”
P/N 4-040-07

**KUB BOARD**
P/N 4-040-09-7
Skytron offers a wide variety of head positioning devices designed to adapt to multiple accessory packages. Get the positioning you need with one of our head rests or use your current Mayfield positioners with one of our adapters.

- **GENERAL PURPOSE HEAD SUPPORT**
  P/N 7-010-01

- **NARROW HEAD SECTION**
  P/N 7-010-07

- **MAYFIELD NEURO ADAPTER**
  P/N 7-010-02-S2

- **NEURO ADAPTER**
  P/N 7-010-02-B

- **SILHOUETTED NARROW HEAD SECTION**
  P/N 7-010-08
Extensions

The low profile base, combined with class leading table top slide or 210° table top rotation, allows for easy access to imaging windows and has always been a significant part of Skytron’s table design. And while the table alone offers exceptional imaging access, we couldn’t help but make it even better with the addition of the 40” carbon fiber extension and its line of compatible armboards and rail clamp.

**CARBON FIBER EXTENSION**

P/N 4-030-40

**18” FOOT EXTENSION**

P/N 4-030-12-HD
GET A GRIP! Skytron offers a wide variety of clamps for a variety of applications.

- **Schure Socket XL**
  - P/N 6-040-11
  - Schure Socket XL will give peace of mind that accessories attached to the surgical table will remain secure throughout the duration of the procedure. Both flat and round accessories can be placed inside the clamp and then fastened tightly to the tables side rail. Specialized side rail cutouts are not required and the socket can be simply attached or removed with only one hand.

- **Clamp-On Rail**
  - P/N 6-070-07

- **Tri-Clamp**
  - P/N 6-040-03

- **Universal Side Rail Clamp**
  - P/N 6-040-12

- **EZ Grip Bar Clamp**
  - P/N 6-030-05-1

- **Bar Clamp - Standard**
  - P/N 6-030-01

- **Standard Bar Clamp**
  - P/N 6-040-10
Straps
Skytron gives you all the options. Choose from Velcro, single buckle, dual buckle, wide, narrow, long or short. Feel secure in choosing a high quality solution from Skytron.
96” RESTRAINT STRAP
P/N 6-010-41-B

105” RESTRAINT STRAP
P/N 6-010-41-X

58.5” SNAP RESTRAINT STRAP
P/N 6-010-42

65” RESTRAINT STRAP
P/N 6-010-52-1

75” PATIENT SAFETY STRAP
P/N 6-010-50

90” RESTRAINT STRAP
P/N 6-010-41-VE
Table Pads

Designed for pressure management, Skytron pads are made with a high-density base foam and a top layer of soft cradling Viscous memory foam for added comfort and compatibility. Skytron Table Pads also feature welded leak-proof seams for added durability and better performance. Choose your thickness and rest assured that you are getting the best quality pads at a great value. We even have bariatric sizes.

The Welded Seam Pad utilizes adhesive and heat. Together this “welds” the seams shut, preventing liquids from entering into the inner foam layers. Key features of the new pad are 1 inch of Viscoelastic Memory Foam, Antimicrobial treatment, Fusion Synergy conductive coating and Welded Seams.

Each Welded Seam Pad has a vent located on the side of the pad. This vent allows air to enter or leave the pad so that foam can expand and contract with the patient weight.

See the Table Accessories Matrix to find Part Numbers and determine which pad set is needed for individual Skytron tables.

3" Welded Seam Pad shown.

Top Cover: Fusion Synergy Conductive Urethane Coating
- 1" (25.4mm) Viscoelastic
- 1-1/2" (38.1mm) Foam
- 1/2" (25.4mm) Closed Cell Foam

Bottom Cover: Fusion Synergy Conductive Urethane Coating

The exterior of Welded Seam Pads are treated with Triclosan, an antimicrobial agent.
Compliment your Skytron surgical table with only the best accessories, thereby bringing greater positioning and functionality into your OR. Our vast selection of accessories and positioning devices address a broad spectrum of clinical needs. When the right accessories are combined with your Skytron table, your OR will be equipped to handle nearly any procedure.

**ANESTHESIA SCREEN “L” TYPE WITH 2 ADJUSTABLE WINGS**
P/N 6-020-04-1

**ANESTHESIA SCREEN “L” TYPE**
P/N 6-020-02-1

**ANESTHESIA SCREEN “WING” TYPE**
P/N 6-020-03
Skytron accessory carts will help protect your investment and make storage easier. These accessory carts are made with a strong anodized aluminum frame, tough conductive casters and edge guards. They are designed to hold not only Skytron accessories but the removable sections from a Skytron table. Carts are available with multiple kits for holding Carbon Fiber Extensions, Split Legs, Stirrups and many other options.

Please contact your local distributor for Accessory Cart Part Numbers.
INSTRUMENT TRAY
P/N 6-060-01

OB HAND GRIPS
P/N 2-050-01
General Accessories

CATHETER EXTENSION
P/N 6-020-09

STERILE JOYSTICK COVER
P/N 9-020-21-1
About Skytron

Skytron is a privately held company specializing in capital equipment that drives efficiency in today’s healthcare facilities. Our surgical tables, surgical & exam lighting, booms, video integration systems and other products help hospitals around the world work better. To learn more, visit our website at www.skytron.us.